
Easter Bunnies
The Easter Bunny is coming and these crafts and activities depict this magical creature.

Acting and playing pretend can be a fun 
pass time so why not become a bunny 
this Easter with these cute bunny nose 
masks. 

An ice block stick makes up the hand 
piece to hold up the mask. Add a fluffy 
pom pom nose, two rabbit teeth and 
whiskers and you are ready to go play 
the part of the Easter Bunny.
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/bunnymasks.pdf

Creating a piece of art this Easter is 
simple with this printing activity.

Clean cardboard rolls squished and 
stuck together make up the face 
outline of the bunny. Dip in some 
white paint and print bunnies all over 
the page. Add some details on the face 
an background and you have made an 
amazing piece of Easter art.
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/bunnyprints.pdf

Turn a part of yourself into a cute bunny 
decoration with this hand print Easter 
Bunny craft.

Drawing around your hand becomes 
the body of the bunny, two fingers 
become arms and two more become 
the long ears... that leaves one finger 
spare, that gets folded behind or cut 
off.
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/handbunnies.pdfBunny Masks Bunny Prints

Feed The Bunny

Hand Bunnies

Up for a bit of a competition. Make this 
craft and have fun for hours competing 
to see who can feed the bunny the most. 

The bunny is made from a cardboard 
box with a hole cut for the mouth. Then 
throw the carrot buttons or counters to 
see how many you can get it.

Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/feedthebunny.pdf

Links
Check out the OSCN craft 
page oscn.nz/activities   for 
more ideas

Check our pinterest page 
pinterest.nz/jooscn
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Giftable Treats

Take a lollipop, decorate it with a 
bunny head, ears, arms etc and you 
have yourself a bunny pop. 

This craft makes for a great gift. All it 
takes is a round wrapped lollipop, a 
white pom pom head, pipe cleaner 
ears and feet, a small bunny nose and 
some googly eyes. Simple and fluffy.

Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/bunnypops.pdf

Going on a tiny Easter egg hunt? Use 
this bunny cup to  collect what you 
find, or fill it with treats and gift it to 
another.

The base of the cup is a simple paper 
cup then pieces of card are added for 
the feet and the ears. Top it off with 
two googly eyes and a cute bunny 
nose.

Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/bunnycup.pdf

Gifting treats can make Easter more 
special. This next craft can turn any 
normal every day treat into an Easter 
gift.

Take your treat, add a long strip of 
white paper and bend it into a bunny 
shape. Easy. 
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/bunnytreats.pdf

Bunnypops Bunny Cup

Popcorn Carrot

Bunny Treats

Luckily this pop corn is only coloured 
orange and not actually carrot flavor. 
These treats can be give out at parties 
or Easter events.

The carrot shape is due to the clear 
piping bag. When it is filled with the 
orange coloured popcorn it comes 
alive.
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/popcorncarrot.pdf

Easter Egg Decorating?

Check out our previous editions 
for egg decorating ideas

oscn.nz/files/So2DoIssue12.pdf
oscn.nz/files/So2DoIssue17.pdf
oscn.nz/files/So2Do_22.pdf
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